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Getting PoorerGetting Poorer

SubSub--Saharan Africa (hereafter, Saharan Africa (hereafter, ““AfricaAfrica””) is the world's ) is the world's 
poorest continent: half of its 700m people subsist on 65 poorest continent: half of its 700m people subsist on 65 
US cents or less a dayUS cents or less a day
it is the only continent to have grown poorer in the past it is the only continent to have grown poorer in the past 
25 years, despite the explosion of technology and trade 25 years, despite the explosion of technology and trade 
that has boosted incomes in other regions that has boosted incomes in other regions 
Not even Africans want to invest in Africa: an Not even Africans want to invest in Africa: an 
estimated 40% of the continent's privately held wealth estimated 40% of the continent's privately held wealth 
is stashed offshore. is stashed offshore. 









Why is Africa So Poor?Why is Africa So Poor?

Poverty Trap: Africa is so poor that its savings are very low: oPoverty Trap: Africa is so poor that its savings are very low: only 16% of nly 16% of 
GDP compared to over 50% for ChinaGDP compared to over 50% for China
Disease: It is ravaged by disease: 85% of 1.2m annual deaths froDisease: It is ravaged by disease: 85% of 1.2m annual deaths from malaria and m malaria and 
75% of the 3.1m deaths from AIDS are in Africa75% of the 3.1m deaths from AIDS are in Africa
Bad geography: less than a quarter of subBad geography: less than a quarter of sub--Saharan Africans live within 100km Saharan Africans live within 100km 
of the coast of the coast 
Lack of Democracy: by 1990, half of African countries had militaLack of Democracy: by 1990, half of African countries had military ry 
governmentsgovernments
Violent Government:  Of the 107 African leaders overthrown betweViolent Government:  Of the 107 African leaders overthrown between 1960 en 1960 
and 2003, twoand 2003, two--thirds were killed, jailed or driven into exile thirds were killed, jailed or driven into exile 
Corruption: African development has been crippled by corruption,Corruption: African development has been crippled by corruption, says says KofiKofi
AnnanAnnan, the UN, the UN’’s secretarys secretary--general general 
War and Lawlessness: AfricaWar and Lawlessness: Africa’’s mineral wealth has proved to be a curses mineral wealth has proved to be a curse
Famine and Hunger: Most of the worldFamine and Hunger: Most of the world’’s famines occur in Africa: Ethiopia, s famines occur in Africa: Ethiopia, 
Somalia, Sudan, Niger, Zimbabwe, MalawiSomalia, Sudan, Niger, Zimbabwe, Malawi



Basic Mechanism of Economic Basic Mechanism of Economic 
GrowthGrowth
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The Poverty TrapThe Poverty Trap
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Types of CapitalTypes of Capital

Business Capital (Plant, Machinery, Transport)Business Capital (Plant, Machinery, Transport)
Human Capital (Health, Education, Nutrition)Human Capital (Health, Education, Nutrition)
Knowledge Capital (new products and Knowledge Capital (new products and 
technology)technology)
Infrastructure (Roads, Rail, Power, Water, Infrastructure (Roads, Rail, Power, Water, 
Sanitation)Sanitation)
Public Institutions (wellPublic Institutions (well--run public run public 
administration, judicial system, law and order, administration, judicial system, law and order, 
property rights) property rights) 



Investments Need ScaleInvestments Need Scale

Green RevolutionGreen Revolution
Eradication of River Blindness, Small Pox, PolioEradication of River Blindness, Small Pox, Polio
Spread of Family PlanningSpread of Family Planning
Export Processing ZonesExport Processing Zones



State FailureState Failure

States that have lost control over most of their territory States that have lost control over most of their territory 
and stopped providing even the most basic services to and stopped providing even the most basic services to 
their peopletheir people
World Bank calls these World Bank calls these ““lowlow--income countries under income countries under 
stressstress”” (LICUS)(LICUS)
Most of these failed states are in AfricaMost of these failed states are in Africa
Failure is contagiousFailure is contagious
Liberia's civil war infected all three of its neighbours Liberia's civil war infected all three of its neighbours 
and destabilised and destabilised 
Congo's civil war destabilised Central Africa Congo's civil war destabilised Central Africa 









Millennium Development GoalsMillennium Development Goals

Reduce by half the proportion of people living on less than a doReduce by half the proportion of people living on less than a dollar a dayllar a day
Reduce by half the proportion of people who suffer from hungerReduce by half the proportion of people who suffer from hunger
Ensure that all boys and girls complete a full course of primaryEnsure that all boys and girls complete a full course of primary schooling schooling 
Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary education prEliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary education preferably by 2005, and eferably by 2005, and 
at all levels by 2015 at all levels by 2015 
Ensure that all boys and girls complete a full course of primaryEnsure that all boys and girls complete a full course of primary schooling schooling 
Reduce by three quarters the maternal mortality ratio Reduce by three quarters the maternal mortality ratio 
Halt and begin to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDSHalt and begin to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS
Halt and begin to reverse the incidence of malaria and other majHalt and begin to reverse the incidence of malaria and other major diseases  or diseases  
Integrate the principles of sustainable development into countryIntegrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and policies and 
programmes; reverse loss of environmental resources programmes; reverse loss of environmental resources 
Reduce by half the proportion of people without sustainable acceReduce by half the proportion of people without sustainable access to safe drinking ss to safe drinking 
waterwater
Achieve significant improvement in lives of at least 100 millionAchieve significant improvement in lives of at least 100 million slum dwellers, by 2020 slum dwellers, by 2020 

(http://(http://www.un.org/millenniumgoalswww.un.org/millenniumgoals/)/)



Aid to AfricaAid to Africa

Africa will meet none of the MDG without Africa will meet none of the MDG without 
assistanceassistance
So a So a ““big pushbig push”” in terms doubling of aid to in terms doubling of aid to 
Africa is needed (Jeffery Sachs)Africa is needed (Jeffery Sachs)
Commission for Africa asks for another $25bn Commission for Africa asks for another $25bn 
in aid to Africain aid to Africa





Does Aid Work?Does Aid Work?

Many of todayMany of today’’s fast growing economies (China, s fast growing economies (China, 
India, Vietnam) are growing without aidIndia, Vietnam) are growing without aid
Africa has received $450bn in aid over the past Africa has received $450bn in aid over the past 
40 years40 years
On the basis of aid received, Zambian incomes On the basis of aid received, Zambian incomes 
should have been $20,000 per person. It is $500should have been $20,000 per person. It is $500
Aid reduces incentive of governments to taxAid reduces incentive of governments to tax



Mosquito NetsMosquito Nets

Mosquito nets impregnated with insecticide cost $4 to Mosquito nets impregnated with insecticide cost $4 to 
makemake
Sleeping under them can cut infant deaths by 14%Sleeping under them can cut infant deaths by 14%--63%63%
Production costs are low, distribution costs highProduction costs are low, distribution costs high
Domestic makers of nets go out of businessDomestic makers of nets go out of business
Less than a fifth of nets are reLess than a fifth of nets are re--treated regularlytreated regularly
Nets are used for clothing: wedding dressesNets are used for clothing: wedding dresses

So even simple policies can fail!!So even simple policies can fail!!



Success StoriesSuccess Stories

Rwanda and MozambiqueRwanda and Mozambique



Property RightsProperty Rights

Ownership will be upheld and enforced by the lawOwnership will be upheld and enforced by the law
Property rights give security and make people willing to Property rights give security and make people willing to 
undertake longundertake long--term investmentsterm investments
In Africa, property rights are missing because people In Africa, property rights are missing because people 
cannot prove they own their assetscannot prove they own their assets
Less than 10% of land is formally owned and only 10% Less than 10% of land is formally owned and only 10% 
of houses have title deedsof houses have title deeds
People can also be arbitrarily deprived of their assetsPeople can also be arbitrarily deprived of their assets
So assets cannot be used as collateral to borrow from So assets cannot be used as collateral to borrow from 
banks   banks   



Dead CapitalDead Capital

The Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto calls this The Peruvian economist Hernando de Soto calls this 
““dead capitaldead capital””
He estimates AfricaHe estimates Africa’’s dead capital to be $1 trillion s dead capital to be $1 trillion 
($1,000bn) ($1,000bn) –– 70 times the amount of aid Africa receives 70 times the amount of aid Africa receives 
every year ($14bn) every year ($14bn) 
If this capital could be If this capital could be ““releasedreleased”” then Africathen Africa’’s wealth s wealth 
would multiplywould multiply
But this needs, at a minimum, But this needs, at a minimum, ““good governancegood governance””: : 
elected government and rule of lawelected government and rule of law



Improving the Quality of AidImproving the Quality of Aid

If the quality of aid to Africa rose by 24%, perIf the quality of aid to Africa rose by 24%, per--
capita growth would rise by 2%capita growth would rise by 2%
Aid should be in the form of grants, not loansAid should be in the form of grants, not loans
Loans become a future debt, grants do notLoans become a future debt, grants do not
Grants can be given for a wider range of Grants can be given for a wider range of 
projectsprojects
Aid should be conditional on good policies Aid should be conditional on good policies 
being followedbeing followed
Aid should be targetedAid should be targeted



Where Should Aid Go?Where Should Aid Go?



AIDSAIDS

Aids is not just an African problem Aids is not just an African problem –– it is a it is a 
growing problem in both India and Chinagrowing problem in both India and China
But 75% of the AidsBut 75% of the Aids--related 3.1m deaths per related 3.1m deaths per 
year are in Africayear are in Africa
The best governed country, Botswana, has the The best governed country, Botswana, has the 
highest rate of adult prevalence: 38.5%highest rate of adult prevalence: 38.5%
Aids has resulted in dramatic drop in life Aids has resulted in dramatic drop in life 
expectancy: Botswanaexpectancy: Botswana’’s will drop from 64 in s will drop from 64 in 
1998 to 42 in 20101998 to 42 in 2010







Causes of AIDS in Africa?Causes of AIDS in Africa?

Migrant Workers and allMigrant Workers and all--male Hostelsmale Hostels
ProstitutionProstitution
War: Refugees and SoldiersWar: Refugees and Soldiers
Sexism: women find it difficult to insist on condomsSexism: women find it difficult to insist on condoms
Different sexual mores in Africa than in other countries Different sexual mores in Africa than in other countries 
Sex between older men and younger womenSex between older men and younger women
Acceptability of sex outside marriage: Acceptability of sex outside marriage: ““grazinggrazing””



How to Fight AidsHow to Fight Aids

Two Countries have been successful against Aids: Two Countries have been successful against Aids: 
Senegal and UgandaSenegal and Uganda
In Uganda HIV prevalence has fallen from 30% to 5%In Uganda HIV prevalence has fallen from 30% to 5%
In Senegal, Aids was never allowed to appearIn Senegal, Aids was never allowed to appear

•• In Uganda, the emphasis has been to talk and inform In Uganda, the emphasis has been to talk and inform 
people about relationships: Straight Talk Foundationpeople about relationships: Straight Talk Foundation

•• In Senegal, the emphasis has been on regulation of In Senegal, the emphasis has been on regulation of 
brothels, screening of blood supply brothels, screening of blood supply 



Famine in AfricaFamine in Africa

Famine has Multiple CausesFamine has Multiple Causes
War (Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan)War (Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan)
Misrule (Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe)Misrule (Malawi, Zambia, Zimbabwe)
Drought (Ethiopia, Lesotho, Swaziland, Zambia, Drought (Ethiopia, Lesotho, Swaziland, Zambia, 
Zimbabwe)Zimbabwe)
Pestilence (Niger)Pestilence (Niger)
Famine has an ally in AIDS: AIDS makes people too Famine has an ally in AIDS: AIDS makes people too 
weak too cope with hungerweak too cope with hunger
Famine may occur even when there is no general Famine may occur even when there is no general 
scarcity of foodscarcity of food



What to Do About Africa? The Bad What to Do About Africa? The Bad 
Governance SchoolGovernance School

AfricaAfrica’’s poverty is not due to the legacy of colonialisms poverty is not due to the legacy of colonialism
AfricaAfrica’’s poverty is not due to the global trading systems poverty is not due to the global trading system
It is due to misrule and corruptionIt is due to misrule and corruption
WellWell--governed states (Botswana) prosper; badly governed states (Botswana) prosper; badly 
governed states (Zimbabwe) declinegoverned states (Zimbabwe) decline
Countries like Kenya, which have not known war or Countries like Kenya, which have not known war or 
famine, stagnate because of corruptionfamine, stagnate because of corruption
Aid to Africa has to be closely tied to accountability Aid to Africa has to be closely tied to accountability 
and, preferably, bypass government and, preferably, bypass government 



Is Corruption the Problem?Is Corruption the Problem?
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What to Do about Africa? The Big What to Do about Africa? The Big 
Push SchoolPush School

Africa needs increased resources through aid and loan Africa needs increased resources through aid and loan 
forgivenessforgiveness
These increased resources must represent a doubling of present These increased resources must represent a doubling of present 
aid to Africa (around aid to Africa (around ££14bn per year)14bn per year)
Even then, aid to Africa will represent a fraction of the nationEven then, aid to Africa will represent a fraction of the national al 
income of Western countries: EU spends $55bn every year  on income of Western countries: EU spends $55bn every year  on 
the Common Agricultural Policythe Common Agricultural Policy
Aid should shift from loans to grantsAid should shift from loans to grants
Health should be a major area of investment: AIDS and malaria Health should be a major area of investment: AIDS and malaria 
are killing millions of Africans every yearare killing millions of Africans every year
Another major area of investment should be infrastructure Another major area of investment should be infrastructure 
A third is educationA third is education
A fourth is peacekeeping A fourth is peacekeeping 


